Delta Displays Introduces Revolutionary WX Series
Displays
Providing seamless, high resolution and shadow-free displays in space constrained
environments
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Portland, Oregon - March 13, 2012 - Delta Products Corp today announced the
introduction of the WX series video wall displays, a complete lineup of high
resolution front projection video walls that provide pristine high resolution images,
easy assembly and minimal maintenance. Available in a variety of preconfigured
large format sizes, the WX series provides a unique solution for multiple visualization
applications.
At the heart of the WX series is the latest in Ultra Short Throw front projection and
edge blending technologies. Marrying these two technologies, the WX series
eliminates cable clutter and shadow interference and provides a truly seamless video
wall in a multitude of environments, from conference rooms to control rooms and
everything in between.
A complete solution, the WX series video walls can be assembled in under an hour,
with free-standing options available in two projector high configurations and wallsupported options for one projector high configurations. Once installed, the WX can
display ultra-high resolution content on a seamless canvas, whether the display is
used to show a single detailed mapping image, or multiple video conferencing
windows.
“Delta’s new WX Series is exactly what the commercial A/V channel has needed for
years ... large, super-resolution displays that fit into small areas where front
projection simply isn’t practical,” stated Tod Gooch, National Sales Manager. “With
multiple sizes providing seamless display resolutions up to 5 megapixels, Delta’s WX
offers a new and exclusive ‘best fit’ for the most challenging Wide Extreme display
projects.”
The WX series video wall displays can also be paired with Delta’s innovative
Distributive Vision Control System (DVCS). A highly flexible and expandable video
wall control solution, the DVCS provides users with full control of multiple video
windows simultaneously, allowing for the WX series to be an ideal candidate for
command and control applications.

AVAILABILITY
The WX Series comes in four configurations. The WX21 provides two edge-blended
projectors with a total screen viewing area of 139”. The WX31 provides three edgeblended projectors with a total screen viewing area of 202”. Both the WX21 and
WX31 are configured for wall-supported mounting. The WX22 provides a total
viewing area of 146” with four edge-blended projectors in a two-wide by two-high
array. The WX32 provides six edge-blended projectors in a three-wide by two-high
array with a total viewing area of 183”. The WX22 and WX32 are both configured for
free standing applications.
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About Delta Displays
Delta Displays offers a wide array of display technologies including: high-resolution
indoor LED displays, all-weather outdoor LED displays, rear projection DLP video
walls with LED light engines, thin-bezel LCD video walls, super high resolution
extreme short throw projection displays and a network based multi-source video
distribution solution. Delta Displays is part of the $7 billion Delta Group. More
information about Delta Displays can be found at www.deltadisplays.com
About Delta Group
Delta Group is the world’s leading provider of power management and thermal
management solutions, as well as a major source for components, visual displays,
industrial automation, networking products, and renewable energy solutions. Delta
Group has sales offices worldwide and manufacturing plants in Taiwan, China,
Thailand, Japan, Mexico, India, Brazil and Europe. As a global leader in power
electronics, Delta’s mission is, “To provide innovative, clean and energy-efficient
solutions for a better tomorrow.” Delta is committed to environmental protection and
has implemented green, lead-free production and recycling and waste management
programs for many years. More information about Delta Group can be found at
www.deltaww.com
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